Preview
Cleveland Women's Orchestra brings Jinjoo Cho
and Cicely Parnas together for the Brahms “Double”
by Daniel Hathaway
Johannes Brahms wrote his Double Concerto for violinist Joseph Joachim and cellist Robert Haussmann in
1887 with the intention of repairing a damaged friendship with the violinist (the two had fallen out when
Brahms had taken Joachim's wife's side in a divorce).
Joachim and Haussmann had been frequent collaborators during their long careers. By contrast, on Sunday,
April 28 at 3:30 pm, the “Double” will bring together
two young musicians who already have established
distinguished track records but have never worked together before, as violinist Jinjoo Cho and cellist Cicely Parnas join Robert L. Cronquist
and the Cleveland Women's Orchestra for the ensemble's 78th anniversary concert at Severance Hall. We spoke to both soloists by phone to catch up on their recent activities.
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she studies with Jaime Laredo and plans to stay on next year for a Professional Studies
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which earned her a concert tour in Argentina. This summer, she will join her regular pianist HyunSoo Kim for a three-week chamber music residency at the Banff Center in
Canada.
But before that, she's really busy locally this month with her second master's recital, appearing as concertmaster for the Kalichstein-Laredo-Robinson Trio's performance of the
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conducting responsibilities when Jaime Laredo was busy being a violin soloist), and the
Women's Orchestra concert.
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CWO or the Lakeside Symphony [which Cronquist also conducts] nearly every season.
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working on the concerto together.”

Cicely Parnas recently won the Young Concert Artists Auditions, which guarantees her
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:.+42':+8/43'?3-5/4-:59/',58:=5'4*'.'2,=++19,58'9+8/+95,).'3(+83;sic concerts with other Young Concert Artists in Tokyo and two or three solo recitals in
China.” Earlier this year, she appeared with the New York String Orchestra at Carnegie
Hall and with the Vermont Symphony under the baton of Jaime Laredo.
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9:;*/+*9/4)+9.+='99+<+4:++4'9=+22'96'8:/)/6':/4-/45(/495494+=4:+49/<+/ano Trio Program. Though she's no longer enrolled at the institute, she continues to live
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so wonderful for me, and she's also a fantastic chamber music coach.”
Parnas has deep family connections with music — her grandfather is the cellist Leslie
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performed the Brahms Double together a few years ago. Parnas loves the piece and is ea-+8:562'?/:=/:..5A:98'.39!.+8+'8+953'4?).'8'):+89/4:./93549:85;9
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Jinjoo Cho and Cicely Parnas play the Brahms Double Concerto with Robert L. Cronquist and The Cleveland Women's Orchestra at Severance Hall on Sunday, April 28 at
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